
Tyler Technologies Saves Hundreds of Engineering 

Hours Through Tech Stack Intelligence
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through real-time 

automation

$
$100K+ saved through 

standardization

Founded in 1966,  (NYSE: TYL) has spent decades 

building technology solutions for the public sector. Tyler’s portfolio is 

massive, with 37,000+ installations across 12,000+ locations in all 50 states, 

as well as Canada, the Caribbean, Australia, and other countries. To deliver 

at this scale, it takes a technical army, and Tyler’s engineering organization 

has grown to include over 2,400 software engineers and other development 

professionals.


Tyler Technologies

The downside of too many choices

Previously, Tyler’s business units operated independently and had full 

autonomy in their technology choices and governance. With a plethora of 

choices available, especially for cloud-based development, it was easy for 

developers to integrate any number of third-party services into their 

applications without having to involve IT or system integrators. As a result, 

Tyler’s tech stack mushroomed. Engineering leaders knew the problem 

existed, but they had no visibility into who was using what, so it was nearly 

impossible to manage. 

The many benefits of real-time intelligence 


StackShare Enterprise gives engineering leadership at Tyler visibility into 

the technologies in use across these disparate teams, and helps them drive 

standardization, reduce tech debt, and reduce risk across their technology 

portfolio.


After a year of using StackShare Enterprise, Tyler has made significant 

progress towards its governance goals. “We now have visibility into the 

technologies in use across the company,” said Green, “We’ve saved 

hundreds of thousands of dollars so far by moving people to a standard set 

of technologies, with the potential to eventually save millions.” Key benefits 

include: time savings, cost savings, consolidation, and knowledge transfer. 

For more details, read the full case study .here
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